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This Street Guide to Kansas City, Missouri takes navigation to the next level.Rand McNally Street

Guides build on The Thomas GuideTM tradition that customers have come to trust and rely on.

Sales people, delivery drivers, dispatchers and other residents are turning to Rand McNally to cross

town more quickly. Features include: regular updates to ensure that new streets and points of

interest are included; four-color maps for easy viewing; ZIP code boundaries, block numbers,

highway exits, overpasses and underpasses shown on detailed maps; latitude and longitude

notations that identify approximate global position; full index for easy location of streets and points

of interest; foldout PageFinderTM map for quick and easy location of map pages; Cities and

Communities: index to help users easily locate map pages; vicinity maps for overview coverage of

surrounding areas; detailed map of downtown areas; consistent map scale from page to page;

convenient lav flat special binding.
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I needed a good street map to go house-hunting and it works great. Truth is, I really miss the

Thomas Guide, but they don't make one for Kansas City. Thomas Guides are the perfect size and

have a tough plastic cover. That's the only drawback to this one is that it is big, so it's awkward.

Other than that, it works great.

If you have a fair idea of what part of town you are going to the front flap has a grid map with the

relevant page numbers.There is an extensive index in the back and the map pages to continue onto

another page are marked on all 4 sides of each map.The print and road lines are clearly marked

and visible making a quick glance at the page a breeze to find your turn.The only down side is the

map can and will fall apart on you after a couple of years of heavy use.I bought one two years ago

and am just now getting another due to the pages falling out.I am a local LTL truck driver and I

would/could not do my job without this valuable tool.

This KC atlas seems very detailed and is a great help in finding your way around the city and

suburbs.The only problem I found was that it's not always easy to find the page you want quickly.

They have added map numbers on all four corners of each page, indicating what page to go to next

as you progress north, south, east or west. But then you have to thumb through a long ways

sometimes to get to the next portion of the map, and you may have already missed your turn! But I

can't think of a better solution - maybe just have your pages marked before you set out...

My wife has memory problems as well as other health issues. This street guide is a must in her daily

routine.

The map was in perfect shape and it arrived in great shape and a lot faster than I expected. Very

happy with everything

very helpful excellent health aide
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